Global and Regional Changes in Cortical Development Assessed by MRI in Fetuses with Isolated Nonsevere Ventriculomegaly Correlate with Neonatal Neurobehavior
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Fetuses with isolated nonsevere ventriculomegaly (INSVM) are at risk of presenting neurodevelopmental delay. However, the currently used clinical parameters are insufficient to select cases with high risk and determine whether subtle changes in brain development are present and might be a risk factor. The aim of this study was to perform a comprehensive evaluation of cortical development in INSVM by magnetic resonance (MR) imaging and assess its association with neonatal neurobehavior.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirty-two INSVM fetuses and 29 healthy controls between 26–28 weeks of gestation were evaluated using MR imaging. We compared sulci and fissure depth, cortical maturation grading of specific areas and sulci and volumes of different brain regions obtained from 3D brain reconstruction of cases and controls. Neonatal outcome was assessed by using the Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale at a mean of 4 ± 2 weeks after birth.

RESULTS: Fetuses with INSVM showed less profound and underdeveloped sulcation, including the Sylvian fissure (mean depth: controls 16.8 ± 1.9 mm; versus INSVM 16.0 ± 1.6 mm; P = .01), and reduced global cortical grading (mean score: controls 42.9 ± 10.2 mm, versus INSVM: 37.8 ± 9.9 mm; P = .01). Fetuses with isolated nonsevere ventriculomegaly showed a mean global increase of gray matter volume (controls, 276.8 ± 46.0 × 10^3 mm^3; versus INSVM 277.5 ± 49.3 × 10^3 mm^3, P = .01), but decreased mean cortical volume in the frontal lobe (left: controls, 53.2 ± 8.8 × 10^3 mm^3; versus INSVM 52.4 ± 5.4 × 10^3 mm^3; P = <.01). Sulcal depth and brain volumes were significantly associated with the Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale severity (P = .005, Nagelkerke R^2 = 0.732).

CONCLUSIONS: INSVM fetuses showed differences in cortical development, including regions far from the lateral ventricles, that are associated with neonatal neurobehavior. These results suggest the possible use of these parameters to identify cases at higher risk of altered neurodevelopment.

ABBREVIATIONS: INSVM = isolated nonsevere ventriculomegaly; NBAS = Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale; VM = ventriculomegaly
isolated, and is, therefore, related to a good prognosis. However, even cases with isolated mild VM have a higher risk of abnormal neurodevelopment compared with the healthy population. Indeed, about 11% of VM cases present neurobehavioral problems, including motor and language dysfunction, cognitive delay, and psychiatric disorders. Ventricular width and progression of the VM are predictive factors of adverse outcomes. Nevertheless, these parameters cannot discriminate cases that will present neurodevelopmental impairment. Thus, early identification of individuals at high risk of abnormal neurodevelopment is crucial in order to ensure the implementation of early therapeutic interventions.

There is some evidence demonstrating altered brain development in VM in the prenatal and postnatal periods. Advanced magnetic resonance (MR) imaging modalities have been used to demonstrate global changes in brain structure such as altered white matter microstructure in neonates and increased gray matter volumes in fetuses, neonates, and children. Evaluation of cortical development by advanced sonography has demonstrated an inverse relation between calcarine and ventricular size, with depth being an independent marker of later progression. Recently, underdeveloped cortical maturation has been described in fetuses with isolated nonsevere VM (INSVM), including the mesial area and the Sylvian fissure, which are regions in which the effect of ventricular dilation is unlikely. Sonography is the most commonly used imaging tool in fetal medicine; however, it has important limitations in the evaluation of some cortical regions, especially the proximal hemisphere. On the contrary, MR imaging allows complete visualization of both hemispheres, and cortical maturation of the entire brain can be assessed.

The objective of this study was to perform a comprehensive assessment of cortical maturation by MR imaging, including sulci depth, cortical grading, and volume, and to evaluate the association with neonatal neurobehavior.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

A prospective case-control study was performed in BCNatal (Hospital Clinic and Hospital Sant Joan de Déu) in Barcelona from 2014 to 2016. The Ethics Committee of our center approved the study protocol (HCB/2014/0484), and all patients and healthy volunteers gave written informed consent.

Nonsevere VM was defined as an atrial width between 10.0 and 14.9 mm at sonographic examination. Progression or regression was defined as a change of lateral ventricular width ≥2 mm. Atrial width was assessed by measuring the distance between the inner border of both lateral walls at the height of the glomus and the parieto-occipital sulcus in the axial transventricular plane. Gestational age was dated using the first trimester crown rump length measurement. All patients with an abnormal karyotype or microarray findings, infections, other structural abnormalities associated with higher risk of abnormal neurodevelopment or acquired ventriculomegaly were excluded. The control group was made up of pregnant volunteers with healthy and normally growing fetuses of singleton pregnancies and were prospectively enrolled specifically for research proposes of this study.

MR Imaging Acquisition

MR imaging was performed at 26.0 to 28.6 gestational weeks. All images were obtained with a 1.5T MR imaging (Magneton Aera syngo MR D13; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using an 8-channel body coil without fetal sedation and following the American College of Radiology guidelines for pregnancy and lactation. The acquisition used for sulcal depth measurements and grading consisted in single-shot, fast spin-echo T2-weighted sequence (TR = 1000 ms, TE = 137 ms, slice thickness = 3.5 mm, no gap, FOV = 300 × 225 mm, voxel size = 1.17 × 1.17 × 3.5 mm, matrix = 256 × 192, flip angle = 135°, acquisition time = 32 s) acquired in the 3 orthogonal planes of the fetal head. For volumetric analyses, additional images of 4 axial, 2 coronal, and 2 sagittal single-shot fast spin-echo sequences (TR = 1500 ms, TE = 82 ms, slice thickness = 2.5 mm, no gap, voxel size = 1.09 × 1.09 × 2.5 mm, FOV = 280 × 225 mm, matrix = 256 × 256 mm, flip angle = 121°, acquisition time = 47 s) were obtained for later reconstruction. The sequences were repeated when the attending fetal medicine specialist (N.H.) observed insufficient image quality. All clinical images were reviewed by a specialized radiologist (N.B.) to exclude any additional abnormality of the central nervous system.

MR Imaging Analysis

Sulcal Depth. Sulcal measurement was performed off-line using Analyze 9.0 software (AnalyzeDirect, Overland Park, Kansas) for T2-weighted sequences with a 3.5-mm slice thickness. First, laterality was assessed by the fetus’s position in utero, and both hemispheres were evaluated. Selection of anatomic planes for 2D measurements was assessed according to sonography guidelines. The measurements were normalized by biparietal diameter (BPD) and multiplied by 100. A midline was drawn for each plane from the frontal towards the occipital skull projecting the interhemispheric fissure in axial views, and from cranial to caudal to highlight the fissure in coronal views. Sulcal and fissure depth was obtained as previously reported by drawing a perpendicular line from the midline toward the border of the specific sulcus as shown in Fig 1A–D.

Cortical Grading. Cortical areas and sulci were graded according to previously described methodology. The grading scheme scores all main cortical areas (frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital, and mesial cortical area), sulci (parieto-occipital, superior temporal, central, calcarine, and cingulate sulci), and the Sylvian fissure in a scale from 0 (no maturation) to 5 (maximum degree of maturation) (Fig 1E–L). Subsequently, the scores of all the areas and sulci on each side were considered to calculate the hemispheric and total brain grading scores.

Cortical Volumes. To perform volumetric analyses of the cortex, the fetal brain was first located and extracted from the previously mentioned image stacks using an automatic approach proposed by Keraudren et al. Then, high-resolution 3D volume reconstruction with a super-resolution of 0.75 × 0.75 × 0.75 mm was obtained according to the method of Kuklisova-Murgasova et al.
Brain tissue was automatically segmented from these reconstructed volumes into white matter, cortex, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), ventricles, cerebellum, and brainstem. This was done using an ensemble method reported by Sanroma et al., which combines 2 base approaches. All segmentations were further revised and manually corrected if necessary by 2 experts (N.H. and E.E.).

Taking into account that volumetric analyses of the cortex were the focus of the study, the cortex was parcellated into 16 regions along the cortical surface. Figure 2 and On-line Figure 1 show the steps from fetal head extraction to parcellation.

**Neonatal Neurobehavior**

Neonatal neurobehavior was assessed at a mean of 4 ± 2 weeks after birth using the Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale (NBAS) developed by Brazelton and Nugent. This test evaluates the capacity of neonates to interact with the environment and provides information about brain maturation. The 2 observers who performed the test were accredited by the Brazelton Institute (Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts) and blinded to the identification of cases and controls. The evaluation was made in a small, quiet, semidark, warm room with at least 1 parent present. The scale consists of 35 items, rated from 1 to 9 points, and are summarized into 6 clusters (habituation, motor system, social-interactive, range of states, regulation of states, and autonomic stability). Cluster scores were transformed into z scores according to a standard population and were defined as abnormal if the z score was below −1. The NBAS severity score was defined as the number of abnormal NBAS clusters in each subject.

**Statistical Analyses**

Data analyses were performed using SPSS, Version 22.0 for Windows (IBM, Armonk, New York). Normality was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test. The Student’s t test for independent samples and the Pearson χ² test were used to compare quantitative and qualitative data between those with INSVM and controls. For quantitative variables, a general linear model was carried out, and for categoric variables, ordinal regression was used. To correct for head size, we adjusted sulcal depth by biparietal diameter and volumetric analyses by supratentorial volume. Prenatal data were additionally adjusted by sex and gestational age at MR imaging. Neonatal neurobehavior data were adjusted for sex, breastfeeding, socioeconomic status, gestational age at neonatal examination, and days of neonatal adaption. The association between prenatal parameters and the NBAS severity score was assessed by ordinal regression.

To assess the reproducibility of cortical grading and sulcal depth using MR imaging, a second observer (M.A.) blinded to the measurements of the first observer applied the same methodology in 20 fetuses using MeVisLab software (MeVis Medical Solutions, Bremen, Germany). Complete MR imaging sequences of each fetus were given to the second observer to select the appropriate images to measure. The
RESULTS

Subjects

Thirty-three cases of nonsevere VM diagnosed before 28 weeks of gestation were included in our cohort. In 1 case, microarray identified a 16p11.2 duplication is associated with a higher risk of neurodevelopmental disorders and this case was excluded from the cohort. All other fetuses with VM had normal karyotype \((n = 17)\) or micro-array \((n = 13)\) findings determined by amniocentesis. In 2 cases, parents refused to perform amniocentesis, and a normal microarray findings were obtained in a genetic study using saliva sampling in the postnatal period. Infection was excluded by negative polymerase chain reaction findings in amniotic liquid in 30 cases and in the remaining ones by maternal serologic screening. The control group included 32 healthy fetuses with normal growth. Of these, 2 mothers finally could not attend the MR imaging appointment, and 1 acquisition had to be excluded due to bad image quality, resulting in a final sample size of 30 cases and in the remaining ones by maternal serologic screening. The control group included 32 healthy fetuses with normal growth. Of these, 2 mothers finally could not attend the MR imaging appointment, and 1 acquisition had to be excluded due to bad image quality, resulting in a final sample size of 32 fetuses with INSVM and 29 controls. The demographic characteristics of the study groups are presented in Table 1.

MR Imaging Data

Sulcal depth measurement and cortical grading evaluation was performed in 98.4% of examinations; only 1 control subject had insufficient image quality and was not considered for final analyses. 3D reconstructions and volumetric analyses were performed in 98.4% of examinations; only 1 control subject had insufficient image quality and was not considered for final analyses. 3D reconstructions and volumetric analyses were performed in 78.7% of the fetuses.

Sulcal Depth. Table 2 shows the comparison of the measurements of the INSVM fetuses and the controls. As expected, fetuses with INSVM showed significantly less profound parieto-occipital and calcarine sulci in both hemispheres compared with controls. In addition to these differences in sulci near the ventricles, those with INSVM showed increased insula depths in both hemispheres and a less profound Sylvian fissures in the right hemisphere. Significant differences were found in the cingulate sulcus at this gestational age.

When only bilateral cases were considered, differences were maintained and changes in the Sylvian fissure mean measurement were also observed in the left hemisphere \((\text{left: controls, } 16.7 \pm 1.6 \text{ mm, versus INSVM, } 15.3 \pm 2.3 \text{ mm}; P = .02; \text{ right: controls, } 16.8 \pm 1.9 \text{ mm, versus INSVM, } 15.5 \pm 2.0 \text{ mm}; P = .06)\).

Cortical Grading. In general, fetuses with INSVM had lower cortical grading scores compared with the control group. Parieto-occipital and calcarine sulci showed delayed grading in both hemispheres \((\text{left parieto-occipital sulcus grading, } \geq 3: \text{ controls, } 37.9\%, \text{ versus INSVM, } 15.2\%; P = .03; \text{ right: controls, } 58.6\%, \text{ versus INSVM, } 30.6\%; P = .02)\) (left calcarine sulcus grading, \(\geq 4: \text{ controls, } 55.1\%, \text{ versus INSVM, } 24.2\%; P = .02); \text{ right: controls, } 65.5\%, \text{ versus INSVM, } 27.3\%; P = .01)\). Furthermore, significantly altered maturation in the left superior temporal sulcus showed \((\text{grading, } \geq 2: \text{ controls, } 55.2\%, \text{ versus INSVM, } 18.2\%; P = .04)\). In the subgroups of fetuses with bilateral INSVM, we identified more marked differences compared with unilateral cases, with significant delay in the right parietal \((\text{grading, } \geq 2: \text{ controls, } 65.5\%, \text{ versus INSVM, } 18.2\%; P = .03)\) and occipital areas \((\text{grading, } \geq 2: \text{ controls, } 62.0\%, \text{ versus INSVM, } 9.1\%; P = .2)\). Finally, considering the sulcation pattern of the whole hemisphere, a significant difference was observed in fetuses with INSVM on both the right and left compared to the control group (Table 2).

Interobserver Agreement. Overall, cortical development assessment showed a good interobserver reproducibility with an interclass correlation coefficient of 0.962 (95% CI, 0.950–0.971) for depth measurements and 0.759 (95% CI, 0.717–0.796) for cortical grading.

Cortical Volumes. Volumetric analyses of 3D reconstructed MR imaging showed, generally greater brain tissue volumes \((\text{supratentorial, cortex, white matter, lateral ventricle})\), with significant differences in cortical and ventricular volumes in the INSVM group (Fig 3). Indeed, as shown in On-line Figure 2, ventricular volume was positively correlated with brain tissue volumes. Regional evaluation identified a significantly lower mean cortical volume in both frontal lobes in the INSVM compared with the control group \((\text{left: controls, } 53.2 \pm 8.8 \times 10^3 \text{ mm}^3, \text{ versus INSVM, } 52.4 \pm 5.4 \times 10^3 \text{ mm}^3; P = .01\); \text{ right: controls, } 52.8 \pm 9.5 \times 10^3 \text{ mm}^3, \text{ versus INSVM, } 51.0 \pm 9.9 \times 10^3 \text{ mm}^3; P = .01)\) and greater volumes of the posterior part of the cingulate gyri in
both hemispheres (left: controls, $1.5 \pm 0.2 \times 10^3$ mm$^3$, versus INSVM, $1.7 \pm 0.4 \times 10^3$ mm$^3$; $P = .01$; right, $1.6 \pm 0.2 \times 10^3$ mm$^3$, versus INSVM, $1.9 \pm 0.4 \times 10^3$ mm$^3$; $P = .03$). In addition, fetuses with INSVM had a decreased mean volume in the anterior part of the gyri parahippocampalis and ambiens of the left hemisphere (controls, $3.4 \pm 0.5 \times 10^3$ mm$^3$ versus $3.3 \pm 0.5 \times 10^3$ mm$^3$; $P = .04$). On-line Table 1 shows all the data collected in the regional cortical volume analysis.

### Neonatal Neurobehavior

The NBAS could be performed in only 24 fetuses with INSVM and 24 controls (75% and 82.8%, respectively) because parents could not be contacted or refused to participate. Routine neonatal clin-ical examination findings were normal in all controls. The mean age at NBAS did not significantly differ between the two groups (controls, $44.5 \pm 2.1$ postmenstrual weeks, versus INSVM, $44.6 \pm 2.9$ postmenstrual weeks; $P = .94$).

The habitation cluster was only completed in 37.5% of cases ($n = 9$) and was not considered for the analysis. After we adjusted for confounding variables, no significant differences were found between groups. A tendency of weaker performance in the case group was observed in the motor cluster (mean $z$ scores: controls, $0.74 \pm 0.71$, versus INSVM $0.32 \pm 0.86$; $P = .644$) and the range of state clusters (mean $z$ scores: controls, $-0.19 \pm 1.54$, versus INSVM $-0.32 \pm 1.41$; $P = .924$), whereas slightly higher values were observed in the social-interactive cluster (mean $z$ scores: controls, $0.71 \pm 0.67$, versus INSVM $0.78 \pm 0.65$; $P = .091$).

To explore the association between prenatal parameters and neonatal neurobehavior, we performed ordinal regression of the NBAS severity score (dependent variable) with the following covariates: gestational age at examination, sex, and the presence of INSVM.

### Table 1: Clinical characteristics of the study group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Controls ($n = 29$)</th>
<th>INSVM ($n = 32$)</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal age (yr)</td>
<td>33.7 ± 4.2</td>
<td>32.4 ± 5.5</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth weight (g)</td>
<td>3414 ± 517</td>
<td>3406 ± 553</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age at birth (wk)</td>
<td>39.8 ± 0.9</td>
<td>39.8 ± 12</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age at MRI (wk)</td>
<td>27.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>27.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral ventricular width$^a$</td>
<td>4.6 ± 14.10</td>
<td>10.6 ± 11.1</td>
<td>&lt;.0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetus sex</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>58.6% (17)</td>
<td>87.5% (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>41.4% (12)</td>
<td>12.5% (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laterality of ventriculomegaly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>34.4% (11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unilateral left</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>34.4% (11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unilateral right</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>31.2% (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolution of lateral ventricular width$^a$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regressive</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>25% (8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>75% (24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification according to atrial width</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild ($0.0–1.9$ mm)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>84.3% (27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate ($12.0–13.9$ mm)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16.7% (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: --- indicates that these characteristics do not apply for the control group.

$^a$Comparison of clinical characteristics between the control and case cohort. Results are expressed as means or percentage and number of subjects as appropriate.

$^b$Measurement of the more dilated lateral ventricle by ultrasound at diagnosis.

$^c$Evolution of lateral ventricular width until term of pregnancy.

$^d$Significant ($\leq .05$).

### Table 2: Sulcal depth and grading scores of the study groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Controls ($n = 29$)</th>
<th>INSVM ($n = 32$)</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left hemisphere depths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insula</td>
<td>29.4 ± 1.5</td>
<td>29.7 ± 1.8</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvian fissure</td>
<td>16.7 ± 1.6</td>
<td>17.2 ± 2.4</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parieto-occipital sulcus</td>
<td>10.2 ± 2.3</td>
<td>8.1 ± 2.6</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cingulate sulcus</td>
<td>3.8 ± 1.3</td>
<td>4.3 ± 2.5</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcarine sulcus</td>
<td>12.5 ± 2.7</td>
<td>10.9 ± 2.1</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hemisphere depths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insula</td>
<td>29.6 ± 1.4</td>
<td>29.7 ± 1.7</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvian fissure</td>
<td>16.8 ± 1.9</td>
<td>16.0 ± 1.6</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parieto-occipital sulcus</td>
<td>11.1 ± 2.4</td>
<td>9.0 ± 2.8</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cingulate sulcus</td>
<td>3.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>4.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcarine sulcus</td>
<td>13.5 ± 2.2</td>
<td>11.8 ± 4.8</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of grading scores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hemisphere</td>
<td>211 ± 5.3</td>
<td>182 ± 5.1</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hemisphere</td>
<td>218 ± 5.1</td>
<td>196 ± 5.3</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cortex</td>
<td>42.9 ± 10.2</td>
<td>37.8 ± 9.9</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Comparison of sulcal depth measurements between the control and case cohort. Depth measurements (in millimeters) were normalized by BPD and multiplied by 100. Results are expressed as means. $P$ values were adjusted by gestational age at examination and sex.

$^b$Values $\leq .05$.

### DISCUSSION

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to describe global and regional differences in cortical development assessed by MR imaging in fetuses with true INSVM and their correlation with neonatal neurobehavior. These differences were not only limited to regions adjacent to the lateral ventricles but also in-
cluded the Sylvian fissure, cingulate gyrus, and the frontal, temporal and occipital regions.

Our results are in line with previous data showing significant differences in development of the parieto-occipital and calcarine sulci\textsuperscript{15} and the Sylvian fissure and insula using sonography.\textsuperscript{16} It should be noted that the Sylvian fissure and insula are involved in speech and language processing and influence pathways of cognition and emotion,\textsuperscript{28,29} 2 functions that have been described as being altered in VM.\textsuperscript{4,6} Nevertheless, this study adds valuable information providing a comprehensive evaluation of global and regional cortical development using different features of prenatal MR imaging, including sulcal depth, grading, and cortical volumes. Global cortical grading was significantly lower in INSVM in both hemispheres, reflecting a general delayed brain development in these fetuses. Additionally, changes in several regions were found, which might explain neurodevelopmental problems presented by a subgroup of patients with INSVM. Among these regions, fetuses with INSVM presented significantly underdeveloped temporal sulcation. Indeed, this region is a key structure in language function and takes part in processing social cognition, which plays a role in subtypes of autism.\textsuperscript{30} Most interesting, bilateral cases presented widespread changes with delayed development in parietal, temporal, and occipital areas, the Sylvian fissure, and superior temporal sulci, which may reflect a more severe condition.

Several studies in the pre- and postnatal periods have demonstrated greater cortical volumes in mild fetal VM\textsuperscript{12-14} and our data confirm these findings, with a significant increase in cortical gray matter volume. It has been suggested that greater cortical volume is related to increased surface area along the enlarged ventricular wall, which may result in a larger number of progenitor neurons,\textsuperscript{14} or be due to the lack of regular apoptosis in the developing brain.\textsuperscript{13} Regional analysis showed that this enlargement was present in most regions, reaching significance in the posterior part of the cingulate gyrus and the anterior part of the gyri parahippocampalis and ambiens. On the other hand, decreased cortical volumes were found in the frontal lobe of both hemispheres. The frontal lobe is composed of several cytoarchitectural subregions, among them, the superior and medial frontal gyri, which are involved in specific functions such as cognition-related processing and are part of the default network, which is essential for normal cognition and self-referential processing.\textsuperscript{31} Most interesting, these frontal regions with reduced cortical volume are highly connected to the cingulate cortex, showing greater volumes. We hypothesize that these volumetric changes might reflect cytoarchitectonic changes, which could imply changes in interaction and functionality.

The prognosis for INSVM is considered good in around 90% of the cases.\textsuperscript{3} However, within this pooled risk, there is a wide range of abnormal outcomes from 0%\textsuperscript{32} to 36%.\textsuperscript{33} We failed to demonstrate statistically significant differences in neonatal neurobehavior, but INSVM cases showed weaker performance in the motor and range of state clusters. Nonetheless, we found a significant association between cortical development parameters and NBAS results, explaining more than 70% of the variation in neurodevelopment in INSVM. Previous data have demonstrated the correlation between cortical develop-
opment and later a neurobehavior in fetuses with congenital heart disease\textsuperscript{34} and fetal growth restriction.\textsuperscript{35}

We acknowledge that this study has some limitations and strengths that should be discussed. First, although MR imaging is not affected by a fetal skull shadow, it has less spatial resolution than high-frequency transvaginal sonography; making tissue borders slightly blurred and less clear compared with sonography, this may have interfered in those sulci in the initial stage of development, such as the cingulate sulci. This finding could also explain the lower interclass correlation coefficient we obtained for the mesial area and cingulate sulcus and the absence of differences in this region. Second, the use of automatic quantification for cortical volumes could be influenced by segmentation of cortical tissue. To overcome this, we reviewed all images and corrected them manually if necessary. And finally, the lack of statistical differences in neurodevelopmental tests between these 2 study groups could be explained by the sample size and the fact that INSVM is a nonhomogeneous population in which only part of the group has abnormal neurodevelopment; therefore, differences between controls and fetuses with INSVM could be weaker. Although in the neonatal stage many neurodevelopmental functions can still not be assessed, several studies have highlighted evidence that neonatal behavioral skills are linked to later neurocognitive development.\textsuperscript{36}

Considering strengths, this is the first study performing a comprehensive assessment of cortical development in a well-selected cohort of INSVM, including 3 different and complementary techniques to quantify cortical development by MR imaging. The methodologies applied are able to identify subtle changes that might not be detected in a standard clinical evaluation and, additionally, provide objective and quantitative data that can be used to develop biomarkers. Moreover, the use of MR imaging allows adequate visualization of both hemispheres, which is commonly limited when performing sonography. Finally, all cases included in this study were strictly selected, ruling out the genetic anomalies and/or fetal infection, resulting in a unique cohort of true INSVM, preventing the inclusion of conditions that could potentially involve brain alterations and bias our results.

From a clinical point of view, the results of this study provide new data suggesting that detailed evaluation of cortical development in INSVM could add predictive value to identify the cases at higher risk of presenting altered neurodevelopment. This finding is of great interest because in our cohort, clinical prognostic markers, including ventricular width and volume and their evolution, were not associated with neonatal neurobehavior. In addition, evaluation of sulcal depth and grading by MR imaging is feasible in clinical settings, and although our results are far from achieving individual prediction, they do provide seminal evidence to continue investigating the use of cortical parameters as imaging biomarkers.

CONCLUSIONS
This is a pioneering study that describes differences of cortical development assessed by MR imaging in fetuses with INSVM that are correlated with neonatal neurobehavior. These results provide the opportunity to explore the utility of these parameters to identify cases of INSVM at higher risk of presenting altered neurodevelopment and who could therefore, benefit from early intervention. Further studies are needed to explore whether cortical development is also correlated with neurodevelopment later in life.
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